ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

Fig 1.
Myosin dimer proteolysis produces two subfragment 1 peptides (S1, blue), subfragment 2 (S2, blue), and light meromyosin (LMM, blue). S1 has a motor domain and lever arm with bound light chains ELC (black) and RLC (red). The motor binds to an actin filament and rotates the lever arm generating torque to apply tension on F-actin (green). The ELC N-terminus also binds actin to modulate myosin step-size. Mybpc3 has 11 domains with c10 binding myosin LMM and with c0-c2 maintaining transient interactions with actin, myosin S2, and RLC (mybpc3 domains in black or red). The actin binding site for mybpc3 (red space filling atoms) is proximal to the actin binding site for the ELC Nterminus.
Fig 2.
Configuration denoting relationships among mutant (mu) location (cd), residue substitution (re), population demographic (po), allele frequency (af), phenotype (ph), and pathogenicity (pa) that model the structure/function influence pathway in neural and Bayes networks. Table S3 . 159 Residue substitution prevalence (allele frequency or af in Fig 2) in the human population 160 group (demographic or po in Fig 2) fill out the independent parameters in the network.
161
Demographic groups (po) and their 3 letter abbreviations are indicated in SI Table S4 . We will 162 use subsets of these demographic groups pertaining to ethnic identity or gender as indicated in 163   Table S4 to draw attention to interesting data tendencies. Allele frequency is a continuous 164 variable in the database on the interval 0 ≤ af ≤ 1 for 1 meaning all alleles are substituted by the 165 SNP. These data are subdivided into the three discrete categories indicated in SI (discussed below) implying that they randomly sample the set of good implicit disease models. 
RESULTS
250
We applied the Neural/Bayes network models for disease in 
259
Pathogenicity is summarized as either pathogenic or benign by combining likely-260 pathogenic with pathogenic probabilities or likely-benign with benign probabilities (see Table   261 1). Demographic probabilities for each protein functional domain and pathogenicity category 28 domains for the proteins considered suggesting that a baseline contribution to pathogenicity 265 probability for each functional domain is ~3% of the total. We split this probability between 266 pathogenic and benign categories suggesting domains contributing significantly and specifically 267 to function will likely contribute >1% to each category. We refer to these domains as qualified Tables S7-S10 .
300
The detailed results in Tables S7-S10 are Table S8 for αmys indicates that five QFDs impact disease demographics for αmys.
386
They are the ELC N-terminus (en , Fig 1) , lever arm (la , Fig 1) by quantity R (SI Table S9 ). The summary rankings in motor generated torque to the myosin filament backbone for transduction/mechanical coupling.
455
The mechanical coupler is an α-helical lever arm, stabilized by essential and regulatory light 456 chains (ELC and RLC), that rotates to impel strongly bound actin filaments (Fig 1) . Linear actin Alternative role for mybpc3.
510
Mybpc3 is the third actomyosin crosslinker after the myosin heavy chain and ELC in 511 striated muscle and is now proposed to impact motor strain-dependent mechanics. Its multi- (Fig 1) . phenotype and pathogenicity using a feed-forward neural network model (Fig 2) . The NCBI SNP 555 database was mined to assign known independent and dependent discrete variables in 6 556 dimensional data points (fulfilled 6ddps) for each protein. realization that mybpc3 forms a third actomyosin interaction competing with the ELC N-567 terminus ratchet (Fig 1) implies a new strain-dependent mechanism outside myosin that 568 contributes to motor adaptation to load. Our working models, and the integral myosin/mybpc3 569 motor concept, portends the wider considerations involved in understanding heart disease as a 570 systemic maladaptation. 
